Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were used to investigate the binding of four ligands to the Val122Ile mutant of the protein transthyretin. Dissociation, misfolding, and subsequent aggregation of mutated transthyretin proteins are associated with the disease Familial Amyloidal Cardiomyopathy. The ligands investigated were the drug candidate AG10 and its decarboxy and N-methyl derivatives along with the drug tafamidis. These ligands bound to the receptor in two halogen binding pockets (HBP) designated AB and A'B'. Inter-ligand distances, solvent accessible surface areas, root mean squared deviation measurements, and extracted structures showed very little change in the AG10 ligands' conformations or locations within the HBP during the MD simulation. In addition, the AG10 ligands experienced stable, two-point interactions with the protein by forming hydrogen bonds with Ser-117 residues in both the AB and A'B' binding pockets and Lysine-15 residues found near the surface of the receptor. Distance measurements showed these H-bonds formed simultaneously during the MD simulation. Removal of the AG10 carboxylate functional group to form decarboxy-AG10 disrupted this two-point interaction causing the ligand in the AB pocket to undergo a conformational change during the MD simulation. Likewise, addition of a methyl group to the AG10 hydrazone functional group also disrupted the twopoint interaction by decreasing hydrogen bonding interactions with the receptor. Finally, MD simulations showed that the tafamidis ligands experienced fewer hydrogen bonding interactions than AG10 with the protein receptor. The tafamidis ligand in pocket A'B' was also found to move deeper into the HBP during the MD simulation.
Introduction
Familial Amyloidal Cardiomyopathy (FAC) is a rare genetic disorder caused by the deposition of amyloid plaques in the heart [1] . These plaques infiltrate the cardiac muscle and lead to diastolic dysfunction, the malfunctioning of the ventricles, and eventually to heart failure. They can also damage the nerves, lungs, and other organs. Most cases of FAC onset after the age of sixty and have a prior onset of carpal tunnel syndrome [2] . Symptom relief treatments include pacemakers and both drug and gene therapies [1] .
The amyloid plaques associated with FAC result from the misfolding and subsequent aggregation of the protein transthyretin (TTR). TTR is produced in the liver and the brain's choroid plexus. Its main function is the transport of the hormone thyroxine in both the blood and the cerebrospinal fluid. TTR is a tetramer composed of four identical 127 amino acid monomers. Each monomer has eight β-sheets and a shorter α-helix [3] . As shown in Fig. 1 , two TTR monomers associate via hydrogen bonds to form stable dimers designated AA′ and BB'. The two dimers associate further to form the TTR tetramer. Thyroxine binds to the tetramer in two identical T4-binding sites or Halogen Binding Pockets (HBP) found at the interface of the two dimers. T4 and HBP are different designations or labels given to the same binding sites. The later designation, i.e. halogen binding pocket, is used here. Furthermore, in order to distinguish between the two ligands, we will also refer to the binding pockets as AB and A'B' (see Fig. 1 ) for the pockets formed at the interface of monomers A and B and A′ and B′, respectively. [3] . While the pockets are identical, over a short time period during an MD simulation the two ligands may show different behavior. Designating the HBP as AB and A'B' will allow these differences to be described.
As stated above, the disease FAC is associated with the stability, dissociation, and misfolding of TTR [1] [2] [3] [4] . In addition, many point mutations of the TTR protein have been reported [3, 5] . Some of these mutations destabilize the tetramer, while others have a stabilizing effect. Tetramer stability is also affected by external factors such as pH and temperature [3] . Point mutations that destabilize the TTR protein have been shown to facilitate its disassociation into monomers [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . These monomers can then undergo a conformational change which initiates a cascade of events leading to the misfolded monomers aggregating to form amyloid plaques [8] [9] [10] . Plaque formation by mutated forms of TTR is associated with the hereditary form of FAC. While over 100 point mutations of TTR have been reported, the TTR mutant investigated here is V122I, or a substitution of Val-122 with an Isoleucine. Approximately 3% of the African American community has been shown to carry this mutation [11] . Liver transplantation has been used as a treatment for FAC because it suppresses production of the mutant TTR protein [12] . In addition, the drug tafamidis ( Fig. 2(c) ) was shown in 2012 to bind to the V122I mutant in its HBP and inhibit V122I tetramer disassociation [13] . Subsequent work investigated the safety and clinical efficacy of the drug [14] . The long-term efficacy and safety of tafamidis for periods up to 5-8 years were investigated in 2016. While at that time the risk of adverse events were difficult to evaluate based on the small number of patients who received the drug, the overall results overall appeared to be favorable [14] . Pfizer in fact recently won FDA approval for the use of two formulations of tafamidis to treat transthyretin amyloids [15, 16] .
However, since there are still relatively few drug treatments for FAC, the development of additional FAC drug therapies is an active area of research [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . In this context, the drug candidate AG10 was investigated by Penshala et al., in 2013 [18] . The structure of this compound is shown in 2(a). The structure in Fig. 2(b) was also investigated by Penshala et al. This compound differs from AG10 only by the absence of a carboxylate functional group. Therefore, we refer to this compound as decarboxy-AG10 or DO-AG10. It has been reported that both AG10 and DO-AG10, like tafamidis, bind to V122I in the HBP, stabilize the V122I tetramer, and prevent transthyretin amyloids [18] . Since 2013, additional studies have also investigated AG10 binding to TTR [17] [18] [19] and Phase 1 clinical trials of the drug's safety and tolerability are currently underway [22] .
As stated above, DO-AG10 and AG10 differ only by the presence of a carboxylate (-CO 2 -) functional group para to the fluorine atom on the drugs' aromatic rings. It was hypothesized by Penshala et al. that the presence of this -CO 2 -in AG10 would allow additional favorable interactions to occur between the ligand and the V122I receptor [18] . Tafamidis also has a -CO 2 -functional group in a similar location [13] .
In this project, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were used to investigate this hypothesis and to characterize how both DO-AG10 and AG10 interact with the V122I mutant. MD simulations of the tafamidis: V122I complex are presented as well.
The work reported here used the AG10:V122I crystal structure as a starting point for the MD simulations. This crystal structure was also published Penshala et al., in 2013 [18] . It showed that AG10 inserted into the V122I HBP and experienced a two-point interaction with the amino acids present within, respectively the inner and outer HBP [18] . The primary inner pocket interaction was a hydrogen-bond formed between V122I Ser-117 and the NH atom of AG10's 5-membered ring. The primary outer-pocket interactions were water mediated electrostatic attractions and hydrogen bonds between Lys-15 of V122I and the AG10 carboxylate functional group [18] .
Finally, the work presented here builds on previous MD simulation research with TTR mutants and TTR receptor: ligand complexes. For example, MD simulation studies of wild type (WT) and mutant TTR proteins have investigated the protein's conformational flexibility [8] and conformational intermediates that may lead to amyloid fibril formation [10] . MD simulations of V30 M, L55P, and Y116S variants of TTR have been reported as well [6] [7] [8] along with thermodynamic investigations of thyroxine binding to the wt protein [26] . Finally, a more recent study by Yee et al. combined MD simulation, neutron crystallography, and mass spectrometry to show that the T119 M mutation destabilizes the protein's dimer-dimer interface and thus overall tetramer stability [27] . Finally, studies by Yee et al. with receptor: ligand complexes showed that ligands like tafamidis and protective TTR mutations stabilize the TTR tetramer in similar ways [27] .
Materials and methods
Structures of the V122I: AG10 and V122I: tafamidis complexes were taken from the Protein Data Bank. The PDB codes were 4HIQ and 4HIS, respectively [28] . DO-AG10 and N-CH 3 -AG10 structures were generated by modifying the ligand's structure with the software package MOE (Molecular Operating Environment, Chemical Computing Group. Inc.) [29] . MOE was also used to add missing residues to the proteins' N and C termini and to prepare the structures for MD simulation runs. AMBER 14 and the ff14SB force field [30, 31] were then used to carry out a 90-100 ns MD simulation on each system containing the V122I: ligand complex, sodium counter-ions, and approximately 18000 TIP3P water molecules. All MD simulation analyses included an energy minimization step followed by a 20 ps MD simulation to bring the system to 300 K. A one ns MD simulation was used to equilibrate to a pressure of 1 atm and finally the 90-100 ns MD simulation production run was carried out. The production run employed cubic periodic boundary conditions, the MD simulation time step was two fs, and structures were stored every 0.2 ps. The system was at physiological pH in each MD simulation performed. The mm-PBSA method was used to calculate the binding free energies for AG10, DO-AG10, N-CH 3 -AG10, and tafamidis [32] . These free energy values represent the difference between the mm-PBSA free energy of the V122I:ligand complex and the sum of the individual free energies of the ligand and the receptor [32] . The cpptraj utility in AMBER 14 was used to perform all trajectory analyses. In the hydrogen bond analyses, the Amber software used both the distance and angle between the H-bond donor and acceptor atoms to determine if a given hydrogen bond was present in each frame of the MD simulation. The H-bond percent occupancies reported in Tables 1-3 are the ratio of the frames in which a given H-bond was present over the total frames in the MD simulation [30] .
Results and discussion
To validate the results obtained from the MD simulations, the protein's secondary structure in the AG10, DO-AG10, and tafamidis V122I protein: ligand complexes were compared to the protein secondary structure from an MD simulation containing only V122I. We would expect the V122I secondary structures to be largely the same in each of these cases. The protein's secondary structure in the V122I:AG10 complex was found to contain 45.7% of residues in β-sheets, 5.3% in α-helices, and 15.5% in turns. The secondary structure of the V122I: DOAG10 complex was found to contain 44.5% of residues in β-sheets, 4.7% in α helices, and 15.5% in turns and the secondary structure of the tafamidis: V122I complex contained 46.7% β-sheets, 3.9% α-helices, and 16.5% turns. Finally, in the MD simulation containing only the V122I receptor, the protein had 45.7% of its residues in β-sheets, 6.3% in α-helices, and 16.9% in turns. We can, therefore conclude that the V122I receptor and the protein in the receptor: ligand complexes had very similar secondary structures. In other words, the protein's secondary structure did not change significantly during the MD simulations when either AG10, DO-AG10, or tafamidis were bound to the HBP. Further validation can be carried out by comparing the averageV122I radius of gyration in the V122I (23.1 ± 0.1 Å), AG10:V122I (22.6 ± 0.1 Å), DOAG10:V122I (22.6 ± 0.1 Å), and tafamidis: V122I (22.7 ± 0.1 Å) MD simulations. Again we see that the radii are nearly identical, further indicating that presence of the AG10, DO-AG10, or tafamidis ligands in the MD simulations had very little effect on the V122I structure.
The final validation experiment was done by comparing the free energy of ligand binding calculated for AG10, DO-AG10, and tafamidis to corresponding literature values for thyroxine. Since all these ligands bind in the HBP, we would expect the free energies of binding to be similar for all three ligands. Sorensen . As expected, the literature thyroxine and the calculated AG10, DO-AG10, and tafamidis ΔG values were found to be similar to one another. MD simulation analyses were also done to assess whether the two AG10 ligands remained at a fixed location within the HBP throughout the MD simulation or whether they showed more mobile or dynamic behavior within the HBP. In order to quantify the AG10 ligand's movement, the distance between the C atoms annotated with a star in Fig. 2(a) for the AG10 ligands in the two HBP was monitored as a function of stimulation time. This distance plot is shown in Fig. 3(a) . Note that the distance monitored remained at approximately 20 Ȧ from 0 to 100 ns. This result suggests that the AG10 ligands do not move closer to one another during the MD simulation, but rather remain at a relatively fixed location within the binding pocket.
AG10 structures were then extracted and superimposed to compare the location of the ligands within the HBP at different time steps of the MD simulation. − functional group in a position that enables it to more favorably interact with V122I Lys-15 residues. The AG10 ligand in the A'B' HBP, in contrast showed less mobility and no obvious conformational changes during the MD simulation. Overall, the results from these superimposed structures are consistent with the distance plot in Fig. 3 (a) which also showed that the ligands did not move further into or out of the HBP during the MD simulation. The solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of the AG10 ligand was then calculated and plotted vs simulation time ( Fig. 3(c) ). SASA is a measurement of the ligand's surface area that is accessible to solvent molecules when it is in the HBP. SASA versus MD simulation time plots were used throughout the study to investigate changes in the position and conformation of the ligands within the HBP. For example, if during the MD simulation a ligand moved deeper into the HBP or changed its conformation in such a way as to more effectively shield its atoms from solvent exposure, we would expect the SASA to decrease. Increases in SASA would be expected if the ligand moved into a more solvent exposed environment. Finally, when comparing SASA values for different ligands it must be recognized that the ligands contained different numbers of atoms and, therefore, different free solution SASA values. For example, the free solution surface areas of AG10, DO-AG10, Nmethyl-AG10, and tafamidis were found to be 303 Å 2 , 272 Å 2 , 326 Å 2 , and 280 Å 2 , respectively. These values were calculated by performing a short MD simulation containing each respective ligand and solvent molecules, but no TTR receptor. Fig. 3(c) shows that the SASA of the AG10 ligand in the AB pocket decreased from approximately 80 Ȧ 2 to approximately 60 Ȧ 2 during the first 20 ns of the MD simulation. From 20 to 90 ns the SASA then remained relatively constant. The SASA decrease observed early in the MD simulation is likely associated with movement of the ligand's fluorine-containing aromatic ring into an environment that is more shielded from solvent. This movement is discussed above and is shown in the Fig. 3(b) superimposed structures. The SASA of the AG10 ligand in the A'B' pocket in contrast remains at ∼80 Ȧ 2 from 0 to 100 ns. This result suggests that the ligand remains in largely the same environment throughout the MD simulation. The SASA analyses are also consistent with the superimposed structures in Fig. 3(b) which show that the AG10 ligand moves very little in the A'B' pocket. The RMSD of both AG10 ligands was then calculated to assess the conformational flexibilities of the ligands within the respective HBP. 
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The RMSD plot for AG10 in pocket AB changes early in the MD simulation, likely due to the reorientation of the ligand's aromatic ring shown in Fig. 3(b) . The RMSD value for this ligand then remains constant for the remainder of the MD simulation. The RMSD values for AG10 in the A'B' pocket are also relatively constant and less than 1.5 Å during most of the MD simulation time. Therefore, the RMSD plots suggest that the bound AG10 ligands experience very little conformational flexibility during the MD simulation. The intermolecular receptor: ligand hydrogen bonds responsible for holding the AG10 ligands in the halogen binding pockets will now be analyzed. Table I presents the donor and acceptor atoms making up each intermolecular hydrogen-bond along with each H-bond's percent occupancy. The latter quantity is the percentage of the total MD simulation time that the H-bond was present. Only hydrogen bonds with occupancies greater than five percent are shown. The H-bond analysis for the AG10 ligand in the AB pocket shows that the highest occupancy intermolecular hydrogen bond (59.4%) formed between the hydroxyl group of Ser-117 on V122I monomer chain B and the NH atom of AG10's hydrazone functional group. A similar H-bond with an occupancy of 55.8% also formed between the nitrogen atom in the same AG10 functional group and the hydrogen atom of V122I monomer chain A's Ser-117 -OH. The Ser-117 residues that are involved in both H-bonds are in the inner V122I HBP.
Distance measurements were then made between the heavy atoms making up these two high occupancy H-bonds (Fig. 4(a) ) to determine if they formed at the same or at different times during the MD simulation. If they formed at different times, we would expect the atoms in the two hydrogen bonds to be close to one another at different times as well. Instead, the distance plots in Fig. 4(a) show that the heavy atoms making up these hydrogen bonds remained close to one another throughout the MD simulation, with average distances of 3.1 ± 0.4 Å and 3.1 ± 0.2 Å for the 59.4% and 55.8% hydrogen bonds, respectively. Therefore, it is likely that the atoms in the AG10 hydrozone functional group form simultaneous hydrogen bonds with V122I residues Ser-117(B) and Ser-117(A). The AG10 ligand's ability to hydrogen bond to residues on both the AA′ and BB′ V122I dimers may contribute to its ability to stabilize the V122I tetramer dissociation and inhibit tetramer dissociation [18, 19] .
The AG10 ligand in V122I pocket AB also formed six H-bonds between the oxygen atoms of its carboxylate functional group and the NH 3 + hydrogen atoms of Lys-15(A). The percent occupancies of these hydrogen bonds ranged from 18.1% to 13.4%. The structures in Fig. 3(b) show that the AG10 carboxylate is oriented upward toward V122I monomer chain A. Therefore, it seems reasonable that hydrogen bonds were detected between the AG10 carboxylate and Lys-15 of the same monomer chain. Fig. 4(b) plots the average distance between the Lys-15(A) side chain nitrogen atom and the two AG10 carboxylate oxygens. The plot shows some variability from 0 to 20 ns, but overall these atoms remain close to one another, with an average separation of 3.2 ± 0.4 Å. Therefore, these distance measurements suggest that the ligand carboxylate spends a considerable amount of the MD simulation either hydrogen bound to or interacting electrostatically with the residue Lys-15(A). In other words, this interaction which was present in the V122I: AG10 crystal-structure, persisted throughout the MD simulation. In addition, the H-bonds formed by the AG10 hydrozone and carboxylate functional groups which are at opposite ends of the molecule create a two-point ligand: receptor interaction within the HBP. This two-point interaction is likely responsible for the ligand remaining at a relatively fixed location throughout the MD simulation. Table 1 also reports the intermolecular hydrogen bonds formed by the AG10 ligand in the A'B' pocket. Overall the hydrogen bonds detected and their percent occupancies are very similar to those discussed above for AG10 in the AB pocket. The A'B' ligand formed two H-bonds with occupancies of 64.4% and 35.9% between the N and NH atoms of its hydrozone functional group and, respectively V122I residues Ser-117(B′) and Ser-117(A′). Plots of the distances between the heavy atoms forming these H-bonds shown in Fig. 4(c) suggest that those atoms remain close to one another throughout the MD simulation, with average distances of 3.0 ± 0.2 Å (64.4% H-bond) and 3.1 ± 0.2 Å (35.9% H-bond). Therefore, like the ligand in the AB pocket, the A'B' ligand likely forms simultaneous hydrogen bonds between its hydrozone functional group and Serine residues on both the V122I AA′ and BB′ dimers.
Finally, the AG10 ligand in the A'B' pocket also forms five hydrogen bonds with Lys-15 residues of V122I. However, unlike the ligand in the AB pocket, all of the H-bonds do not form with the same V122I residue. For example, three H-bonds with occupancies of 15.5%, 15.3%, and 13.0% form between the AG10 carboxylate and Lys-15 of monomer A′ and two additional H-bonds with occupancies of 12.2% and 10.0% form between the same AG10 functional group and Lys-15 of monomer B'. Again these interactions with two different V122I dimers, like the Hbonds formed by the hydrozone functional group, may stabilize the V122I tetramer. The average distances between the AG10 A'B' carboxylate oxygen and Lys-15(A′) and Lys-15(B′) nitrogen atoms were 5.6 ± 1 Å and 5.0 ± 1 Å, respectively. These average distances are somewhat larger than corresponding values calculated for the AG10 ligand in the AB pocket. Fig. 4(d) plots the distances between the heavy atoms forming these H-bond versus simulation time. The plot shows that there are relatively few time steps when the AG10 carboxylate is close to both Lys-15 nitrogen atoms. Therefore, it seems unlikely that this AG10 ligand forms simultaneous H-bonds to both Lys-15 residues.
In order to further investigate the importance of the two-point ligand: receptor interaction discussed above, an MD simulation was carried out with a ligand we designate N-methyl-AG10. This compound's structure is shown in Fig. 2(c) . Note that a methyl group has been added to the ligand's hydrazone functional group. This change would be expected to disrupt the ligand's ability to hydrogen bond to the receptor. A hydrogen bond analysis showed that the N-methyl-AG10 ligand in the V122I AB pocket formed a single H-bond (occupancy 54.2%) between its N atom and the Thr-119 -OH on V122I monomer A. Likewise the A'B' ligand formed a 50.1% occupancy Hbond with Ser-117 on V122I monomer B'. Both ligands also experienced numerous low percent occupancy H-bonding interactions with Lys-15 residues in the outer HBP. The complete N-methyl-AG10 hydrogenbond analysis is given in the Supplemental Information.
Recall however, that the MD simulation with AG10 showed two high occupancy H-bonds formed between each ligand and Ser-117 residues in the inner halogen binding pockets. These H-bonds had percent occupancies of 59.4% and 55.8% and 64.4 and 35.9% for the AB and A'B' pockets, respectively. Therefore, as expected methylating the AG10 ligand caused it to experience fewer hydrogen bonding interactions with the V122I receptor. This change also resulted in a less favorable ligand binding free energy. Recall from above that the AG10 binding free energy was −10.3 kcal mol −1 compared to −8.8 kcal mol −1 for Nmethyl-AG10. Therefore, disrupting the ligand:receptor hydrogen bonding interactions and the two-point interaction discussed above lead to overall less energetically favored ligand:receptor interactions. The results from the DO-AG10: V122I MD simulation will now be discussed. Fig. 5(a) plots the distance between the two DO-AG10 ligands versus simulation time. The carbon atom chosen for these distance measurements is starred in Fig. 2(b) . The distance between the nitrogen atoms in the ligands' five-membered rings is also plotted. Recall that in the AG10: V122I analysis the ligands in the two HBP remained ∼20 Å from one another throughout the MD simulation. In contrast, the DO-AG10 carbon atoms start 16.5 Å apart, but at 27 ns the separation changed to 11.6 Å. This result suggests that one or both DO-AG10 ligands move deeper into the HBP at this time step of the MD simulation. The distance between the nitrogen atoms in each ligand's five-membered ring decreased as well from an average value of 7.8 Å early in the MD simulation to 5.9 Å after 27 ns. In each superposition, the structure at 0 ns is colored green. We will begin by discussing the behavior of the ligand in the A'B' pocket. The Fig. 6 (a) structures show that, as in the AG10 analyses described above, the DO-AG10 ligand in the A'B' HBP remained in a similar location throughout the MD simulation. The ligand's five-membered ring moves very little, while the sixmembered ring and methylene chain show greater mobility. Overall, though, the center of mass of the ligand remains relatively stationary. The superimposed structures in Fig. 6 (a) are also consistent with the ligand RMSD values plotted in Fig. 6(b) . This plot shows that the A'B' ligand's RMSD values change from 1.0 to 2.5 Å at 27 ns and then gradually decreases back to slightly greater than 1.0 Å during the rest of the MD simulation.
In addition, the Fig. 6 (a) structures extracted at 0 and 20 ns show that at these time steps the DO-AG10 ligand in the AB pocket adopts an extended conformation similar to that of the AG10 ligand in the same HBP. By 30 ns, however, the location of the ligand within the pocket and its conformation have changed considerably. For example, at 30 ns the ligand's five-membered ring points downward toward V122I monomer B and the ligand has adopted a folded conformation. This folding of the ligand's methylene chain in turn allows its six-membered ring to move both downward toward V122I monomer B and further into the HBP.
The Fig. 6 (a) DO-AG10 AB pocket structures are consistent with the distance and SASA measurements in Fig. 5(a) and (c), respectively. Fig. 5(a) shows that during the MD simulation the distance between nitrogen atoms in the ligands' hydrozone functional groups and the distance between the starred carbon atoms in Fig. 2(b) each change at 27 ns. These changes can be attributed to the ligand's five-membered ring moving downward toward V122I monomer B at the same time as the conformational change described above occurs. The plots in Fig. 5(c) show that the SASA of the atoms in the DO-AG10 five-membered and six-membered rings both decrease at 27 ns. These decreases can be attributed to the ligand simultaneously moving deeper into the A'B' pocket and changing its conformation as shown in Fig. 6(b) . Both changes move the ring atoms into locations that decrease their solvent exposure. Finally, the RMSD plot in Fig. 6(b) shows that the DO-AG10 A'B' ligand's RMSD values change sharply at 27 ns from 1.0 to 2.5 Å and remain at 2.5 A for the rest of the MD simulation.
The intermolecular hydrogen bonds formed during the DO-AG10: V122I MD simulation are shown in Table 2 . The DO-AG10 ligand in the A'B' pocket forms two intermolecular hydrogen bonds with the V122I receptor. One of these H-bonds formed between Serine-117 on V122I monomer chain A′ and the NH atom of the ligand's hydrozone functional group, while the other formed between the N atom of the DO-AG10 hydrozone functional group and Serine-117 of chain B'. These same H-bonds formed in the AG10: V122I MD simulation. Fig. 6(d) plots the distances between the heavy atoms involved in these hydrogen bonds. The average distances between these atoms were 3.3 ± 0.7 and 3.0 ± 0.2 Å for the 55.7% and 47.5% hydrogen bonds, respectively. Therefore, as in the AG10: V122I analyses it is likely that these H-bonds are present simultaneously for a significant portion of the MD simulation.
The DO-AG10 ligand in the AB pocket formed three intermolecular hydrogen bonds. The highest percent occupancy H-bond (43.8%) formed between Thr-118 of V122I monomer chain A and the DO-AG10 NH atom. Additional H-bonds with occupancies of 27.1% and 10.1% formed between, respectively, the DO-AG10 ether oxygen and Thr-119 of monomer chain A and between Ser-117 on monomer chain B and the DO-AG10 NH atom. Fig. 6(c) plots the distances between the heavy atoms involved in each of these hydrogen bonds. The atoms forming the Ser-117(A) to DO-AG10 H-bond begin close to one another with an average separation of 3.1 Å during the first 27 ns of the MD simulation. The atoms forming the 43.8% and 27.1% H-bonds are farther from one another during this time with, respective average separations of 5.3 and 7.8 Å, respectively. Then at 27 ns, the atoms forming the 43.8% and 27.1% H-bonds move closer to one another and the atoms involved in the 10.1% H-bonds move farther away. For the remainder of the MD simulation the average separation between the atoms forming the 43.8% and 27.1% H-bonds are, respectively 3.0 and 3.1 Å.
The distance plot in Fig. 6 (c) suggests that early in the MD simulation the DO-AG10 ligand in pocket AB is held in place by a hydrogen bond between its hydrozone functional group and the Ser-117(A) -OH. However, since DO-AG10 does not have a carboxylate on its six-membered ring, no two-point ligand: receptor interaction, like that observed in the AG10 MD simulations, was present with DO-AG10. At 27 ns, the 10.1% H-bond breaks and the DO-AG10 ligand moves further into the receptor's AB HBP. Recall this was also the time step when the distance between the two DO-AG10 ligands and the SASA of the AB ligand's ring atoms decreased. After moving into the V122I AB HBP, the DO-AG10 ligand then formed two new H-bonds between, respectively its ether oxygen and Thr-119(A), and the NH atom of its hydrozone functional group and Thr-118(B). Since the heavy atoms involved in these hydrogen bonds remained close to one another for the remainder of the MD simulation, it is likely that there are times when these H-bonds formed simultaneously. Therefore, the DO-AG10 ligand was likely able during the last 73 ns of the MD simulation to form a two-point hydrogen bonding interaction with V122I residues Thr-118(B) and Thr-119(A). These interactions in turn likely hold the ligand in place during the remainder of the MD simulation. Finally, Fig. 7 shows structures extracted from the DO-AG10 pocket AB MD simulation at 15 and 30 ns. Note the H-bond between Ser-117(B) and the DO-AG10 NH atom in the Fig. 7(a) structure. The Fig. 7 (b) structure shows simultaneous H-bonds formed between both Thr-118(B) and the DO-AG10 NH atom and between the DO-AG10 ether oxygen and Thr-119(A). To complete the AG10 analyses, MD simulations were also carried out with complexes containing either AG10 or DO-AG10 bound to the wild type (WT) TTR protein. In these MD simulations, the AG10 ligands formed a two-point hydrogen bonding interaction with the wt TTR receptor by interacting with Ser-117 residues in the inner HBP and Lys-15 residues nearer the receptor surface. The AG10 ligands also showed no significant movement within the HBP or conformational flexibility during the MD simulation. These results were analogous to those obtained with the V122I variant. Therefore, since the V122I mutation is outside of the binding pocket and since Valine and Isoleucine have very similar structures, MD simulations showed the V122I mutation had relatively little effect on AG10 binding to the receptor. Likewise, MD simulations with the DO-AG10: wt TTR complex showed that the DO-AG10 ligand in the A'B' pocket experienced a conformational change analogous to that seen in the V122I experiments. Therefore, as with the AG10 MD simulations, DO-AG10 interactions with the wt and V122I variant TTR proteins were very similar. Results from MD simulations with wt TTR complexes are presented in the Supplemental Information.
Results from a tafamidis: V122I MD simulation will now be presented and compared to the behavior of the AG10 and DO-AG10 ligands described above. We first note that the Fig. 2 structures show both similarities and differences between the AG10 and tafamidis ligands. For example, the ligands both contain a carboxylate functional group and would, therefore, be expected to interact similarly with Lys-15 residues in the outer HBP. AG10, however, also contains a hydrozone functional group which, as described above, formed hydrogen bonds with Ser-117 residues in the inner HBP. Tafamidis in contrast has no H-bond donor or acceptor atoms in a comparable position. We would, therefore, expect tafamidis to not experience a two-point hydrogen bonding interaction with the receptor, as was seen in the AG10 MD simulation, but instead experience hydrophobic interactions within the inner HBP. Fig. 8(a) plots the distance between the tafamidis ligands located in the two V122I HBP. The atom chosen for the distance measurements is starred in Fig. 2(d) . This plot shows that the ligands begin the MD simulation 18 Å apart. The separation decreases to 15 Å at approximately 10 ns and decreases again to 12 Å at 43 ns. The SASA plots in Fig. 8(b) also show an abrupt drop at 43 ns in the solvent exposure of the tafamidis ligand in HBP AB. The SASA of the tafamidis ligand in HBP A'B', in contrast, remained relatively constant throughout the MD simulation. Finally, the RMSD plots in Fig. 8(c) demonstrate that both ligands have very little conformational flexibility throughout the MD simulation because their RMSD values are small and relatively constant from 0 to 100 ns. This result is expected given tafamidis' rigid, fused ring structure.
The superimposed structures in Fig. 8(d) give further insight into the behavior of the two tafamidis ligands. The structures at 0 and 20 ns for the tafamidis ligand in the AB HBP show that the ligand's position changes very little during the first 20 ns of the MD simulation. By 40 ns, however, the AB ligand has begun to move deeper into the HBP while remaining in an extended conformation. The structure at 75 ns shows the ligand in a conformation and orientation similar that of the 0 ns structure, however, at 75 ns the tafamidis ligand is located deeper within the HBP. This horizontal movement of the AB tafamidis ligand within the HBP likely accounts for the simultaneous decrease in interligand distance and SASA observed around 40 ns in Fig. 8(a) and (b) , respectively. This movement of the tafamidis ligand within the HBP is likely unrelated to the V122I mutation in that the mutation lies outside the binding pocket. Instead, the movement likely results from the different hydrogen-bonding interactions present in tafamidis and AG10. As described above, tafamidis contains a carboxylate functional group that interacts with receptor Lys-15 residues, but there are no H-bond donor/ acceptor atoms on the tafamidis six-membered ring that is located in the inner HBP. Therefore, if the tafamidis carboxylate momentarily moves away from a receptor Lys-15 residue, there is no additional Hbonding interaction in the inner HBP holding the ligand in place. At this point, the ligand is free to move deeper into the HBP.
Compared to the tafamidis ligand in the AB HBP, the position of the ligand in the A'B' pocket changed relatively little during the MD simulation. The superimposed structures in Fig. 8(d) show that during the first 20 ns of the MD simulation the ligand in the A'B' pocket moves downward toward V122I monomer B′ and slightly deeper into the HBP. This movement may account for the decrease in inter-ligand separation observed at 10 ns. The ligand in the A'B' pocket then remained in largely the same position, orientation, and conformation for the remainder of the MD simulation. This behavior is consistent with the relatively constant SASA and RMSD values shown in Fig. 8(c) and (d) , respectively. Table 3 lists the intermolecular hydrogen bonds observed in the tafamidis: V122I MD simulation. The highest occupancy intermolecular H-bond for tafamidis in the AB pocket formed between its nitrogen atom and Thr-119 of V122I monomer A. Three H-bonds with percent occupancies of 8.7%, 8.2% and 8.1% formed between the tafamidis carboxylate and Lys-15 of the same V122I monomer. Three additional H-bonds (5.9%, 5.4%, and 5.3%) formed between the same tafamidis functional group and Lys-15(B). Fig. 9(a) plots the distance between the heavy atoms involved in the H-bonds between the pocket AB tafamidis ligand's carboxylate and V122I Lys-15 residues. The plot shows that these atoms are only close to one another early in the MD simulation. After 40 ns they have moved too far from one another to form hydrogen bonds. This result suggests that as expected the ligand's hydrogenbonding interactions with the Lys-15 residues occur early in the MD simulation and before the ligand moves deeper into the HBP. Fig. 9(b) plots the distance between the heavy atoms forming the 63.7% H-bond between the tafamidis nitrogen atom and Thr-119 of V122I monomer A. The plot shows that these atoms are on average 6.7 Å apart during the first 10 ns of the MD simulation. After 10 ns, these atoms move closer to one another to a separation where hydrogen bonding could occur. The average separation of these atoms is in fact 3.2 Å during the last 80 ns of the MD simulation. Fig. 7(c) and (d) show the V122I: tafamidis complex at 0 and 75 ns. At zero ns, the ligand is located in outer part of HBP and its N atom is relatively far from the hydroxyl group of the Thr-119(A) side chain. However, at 75 ns the Thr-119 side chain has reoriented and the tafamidis ligand has moved deeper into the HBP. Both changes facilitate the formation of the Hbond shown in Fig. 7(d) . The Fig. 7 (c) and (d) structures and the distance plot in Fig. 9(b) suggest that the Thr-119(A) side chain reorients, moving its hydroxyl group closer to the tafamidis nitrogen atom around 10 ns of the MD simulation. These atoms then remain relatively close to one another for the remainder of the MD simulation, both before and after the tafamidis ligand moves deeper into the HBP at 43 ns.
The tafamidis ligand in the A'B' pocket formed relatively few intermolecular hydrogen bonds during the MD simulation. Two H-bonds with occupancies of 10.0% and 7.1% formed between Thr-106 of V122I monomer A′ and the tafamidis nitrogen atom and a 5.4% occupancy Hbond formed between the tafamidis carboxylate the Lys-15 of V122I monomer B'. While only a single H-bond was detected between the tafamidis A'B' pocket carboxylate and Lys-15, Fig. 9(c) shows that the tafamidis carboxylate oxygens and the Lys-15 nitrogens of monomers A′ and B′ remain relatively close throughout the MD simulation. For example, the average distance between the tafamidis -CO 2 -and Lys-15(A′) nitrogen is 3.8 Å and 5.9 Å during, respectively the first 40 ns and last 60 ns of the MD simulation. The average separation between the tafamidis carboxylate and Lys-15(B′) nitrogen is 4.5 Å. These results suggest that even if relatively few H-bonds form between these functional groups, they do remain close to one another throughout the MD simulation and likely experience favorable electrostatic interactions.
Conclusions
Molecular dynamics simulations were used to investigate the binding of the drug candidate AG10, its N-methyl and decarboxy derivatives, and the drug tafamidis to the V122I mutant of transthyretin. Distance measurements, along with solvent accessible surface area, RMSD, and hydrogen bond analyses showed that AG10 formed a stable two-point interaction with the protein by hydrogen bonding to Ser-117 residues in the receptor's inner HBP and interacting electrostatically and through H-bonds with Lys-15 residues nearer the protein's surface. Methylating the AG10 hydrazone nitrogen or removing the compound's carboxylate functional group were both found to disrupt this two point interaction. The former reduced hydrogen bonding interactions with inner pocket residues, while the latter disrupted interactions with outer pocket Lys-15 side chains. Finally, tafamidis: V122I MD simulations showed that tafamidis formed fewer hydrogen bonding interactions with the receptor than AG10. Also, no stable two-point receptor interaction was observed because the tafamidis ligand, unlike AG10, does not have hydrogen-bond donor/acceptor atoms at opposite ends of the molecule. Finally, the tafamidis ligand in the V122I AB binding pocket also moved deeper into the HBP during the MD simulation. 
